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To meet the needs of programing and industrial development control, and aleo for 

the sake of its current industrial policy,  every State sete up on official syst en of 

industrial statistics.    This entails official organization of the various agents 

(government services and business concerns)  responsible for putting into operation 

methods for the efficient production and utilization of a complete and coherent  l>ody 

of basic industrial statistics.    Industrial  statistics are called "basic" if they are 

essential for carrying out retrospective or prospective analysée and syntheses under- 

taken by the public authorities at "intervals of , ore than i, ;.ear,  a year, or lesa than 

a year.    The body of baaio statistics must be complete (quantitative aspect)  and co- 

herent  (qualitative aspect). 

To achieve, efficient organisation and net hods of production of the body of liasio 

industrial statVstios it is necessary to take into account the cost of the data,  delays 

in their production, and their reliability.    The field of responsibility of the director 

of an industrial survey programme lies in decisions made in the light of these threee 

constraints«    oost, delays and reliability. 

I.     Cost, in relation to organisation and methods 

Expenditure on the collection of exact figures is the main component in tha cost 

of an industrial survey: 

1.1   Tha efiaot on organisation 

Aa regards organisation,  it will therefore be incumbent on an Institut« of 

Statistics! 

(a) To provide\the legal baaie for industrial surveys in implementation of a law 

relating to statistica in .Wal and dealing with oorapulsion, oo-ordination and seoreoy 

in statistical uattara. 
(b) To set up a Co-òrdination Committee for induatrial surveys, composed 

mora particularly of repreaentatives of the government and of businee« «rterpriaes. 

Tha functions of this Committee will bai 

- To examina aurvay programmes; 

- To advise on appropriate methods of data ©olleotion; 

- To giva the naoaaaary support regarding tha **««"«« •**«** * ** 
sways, tha aims of tha surveys, the legal provision«,  and tha way tua 
surveys ara oarried out. 
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(o)    To organize co-ordination on the basis of the following rules: 

- To make complementary use of statistical  inquiries and mandatory 
replies to official questionnaires; 

- To decentralize data collection so as to facilitate relations 
between enterprise,  aid the inquiry service    "^t?

u"*b£; 
as regarda statistics,  nn m uprise w  M touch with only one 
inquiry service; 

- To talee advantage of the econouies of scale arising from 
concentration of the ..eane oí  difcitisinc.  punching,   and 
processing. 

(d)    To incorporate checks that raif*t  lead to corrective action in enterprises, 

at the stage of data collection and not at the stage oí  processing     To that end,   it 

is preferable that enterprises should do their own checking,  after being fully informed 

of the checking plan to whxch their declarations are to be subjected. 

1 2    The efj>qt_j)n^^tjwte 

(a)    An inquiry should not be carried out by an investigator unless the con- 

ditions :or carrying out  a propsr postal inquiry are not met.    This will —"**«" 

case in countries where a syeteu of statistics in in process of being set up     It should 

be noted that  if the statistical and accounting practices of enterprises are not har- 

»onised or compatible with the inquiry, data collection by correspondence can stxll he 

possible, provided that information on the questionnaires is communicated to enterprxse. 

at the beginning of the business year so that they can bring their own data recording 

systems into line with the inquiry. 

(b)    The fona and substance of the questionnaire should be designed in such 

a way that enterprises can consider it seriously and that it can serve as a single 

basic document for processing before punching,    tod, of course, ask only for data whose 

synthesis is programmed either in statistical tables or as parameter, of a growth model, 

etc. 

(o)   The flow of information shoulc  be channelled throughout the government 

servioe. 

(d)   The method of simple stratified sampling should be used (detailed inves- 

tigation of the strata of large undertakings,  strata of small enterprises investigated 

by sampling)  in the case of inquiry by correspondence.    For an inquiry by investigator, 

the sample of small industries should be composed by two-stage area sampling. 
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(e)    Expenditure should be planned.    This requires viewing the operations  as 

a whole,  beginning with the ''output"  (the tables to be produced)   and then going on to 

examine the "input"  (the contents of questionnaires) that   is necessary and adequate, 

and then adjusting the processes required to achieve the output by processing the 

input.    This is tantamount to preparing production on the industrial model (design, 

research department, tests,  putting into production).    One of the advantages of this 

preliminary analysis is that  it makes it possible to estimate operation times and thus 

to prepare and plan expenditure estimates uith a good probability of not deviating more 

than 10-20 per cent from actual costs. 

II.    The ti.mc. f.yto/i, in relation tj>^ oj^arózat^ioii and methods 

Statistios are more or less useful acoording to the relative reoency of the period 

they concern.    This usefulness rapidly diminishes with time, to the point that the 

result8 of an inquiry available only a few years after it has been oarried out are 

almost useless.    Exoessive delays,  sometimes of as much as three or four years, required 

to oorreot the consequences of bad organization of processing, are more to be feared 

than slowness in data collection, which it is always possible to take energetio steps 

to rectify.    Costs and delays are not independent of one another:    though gaining time 

may entail additional expense, it can likewise be productive of economy;    on the other 

hand, loss of time is always aocorapanied by a disproportionate loss of money.    This 

shows the importance that the senior staff of statistical institutes should attach to 

considering the constraint of the time factor with regard to organization and methods. 

2.1   The effect on organization 

(a) A team of high-level staff, economists, statisticians, business manage- 

ment engineers,  information specialists should be set up who for at least a year will 

be designing and studying the industrial survey in its multiple aspects, in each of 

its phases, down to the smallest details, examining foreign experience and never losing 

touoh with reality.   The tests carried out at the end of this year of study will mark 

the "beginning of the preparation of the survey proper, whioh should not, as has often 

happened, appear to he a series of improvisations. 

(b) ill neoaesery measures should be taken to limit delays, for examples 
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- Provide rapid liaison arrangements and thus ensure a r^id/*^• 
iTfaoe of unexpected contingencies, by decentralizing data collection 
and centralizing processing. 

- Not to allow the manual entry of questionnaire data on J"*«•*1«*8 

fonns in the course of processing  except  in the case of rapid 
provisional processing. 

(c)    Before the questionnaire is drawn up, the requester should be asked to 

furnish information about the u*e he is going to make of the data.    It is useless to 
pay special attention to the ti.e factor and,  in general,  it is disadvantageous to carry 

out the survey, if the tables exe to be left lying in cupboards because there are no 

competent persons and methods to analyse and make use of them. 

2.2   The effeot on methods 

(a)    The questionnaire should be suitable in relation to the possibilities 

for its completion,  and therefore to the sise of the enterprises concerned.    The average 

duration of inquiry by enterprise, that is to say, the time the enterprise takes to 

reply, plus the time taken for data collection, plus the time taken for processing, is 

proportional to the following: 

Kumber of questionnaire items 
Siae of ihe enterprise 

It will be immediately inferred that, for small enterprises,  it is necessary 

to pi« a simplified questionnaire including the basic items of the general questionnaire 

which will permit standardised processing for the whole field. 

The seoond consequence is that, in any case, the number of question should 

be reduced to the sole data neceBsary and sufficient for securing a clearly defined 

"output". 

(b)   Test« should be carried out and their results analysed.   The first aim of 

the tests will be to test methods of data collection, checking,  and processing.   Their 

affect will bet of oourse, to start the preparation stage of the survey proper, i*toh 

could last six month, in order to take aooount of all the lessons learned from **e %*•* 

(o)    A detailed plan should be established, and the progress of operations tesi 

under review.   Presentation, in the form of a Oentt progress ohart, for example, of the 

operations to be carried out simultaneously or successively, rsfleots the results of th< 

•-•• ' •••- itttMtéiÊf*^-v" MaftÉttfiMa^a ¿¡¡is É^^^uÜmaMSMi MMMHÉH isd 
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integrated »design" phase.    Keeping a cheok on progress inoludee the use of progress 

indicators suoh as rates of response and representativeness of the data collected, 

established oh the basis of lists drawn up when the survey was launohed, the percentage 

of punch cards created,  etc.,  and the application of a reminder strategy for data collec- 

tion,  including,  if necessary, approaches by letter, by telephone, and by the investi- 

gator, the serving of formal notices, and the filing of reports on those who have not 

replied, which sets in motion the procedure of offioial penalties. 

(d)    Arrangements should l>e made for the production of essential provisional 

results, by means of counting and summarizing done by hand during the oolleoting stage 

(if the survey is oarried out by investigators), and at the time when the questionnaires 

are being prepared for processing,  (if the inquiry is oarried out by correspondence). 

In the organizational and methodological conditions described above, it should be possible 

to adhere to a calendar of the following type for the production of industrial survey 
results. 

Time pattern of surveys 

Every several years 
(i.e.»    R.I) 

Annual 

Monthly 

Provisional data | Pinal results 
(J - referenoe period) 

middle of J + 1 

middle of J + 1 

middle of J + 1 

middle of J + 2 

end of J + 1 

end of J + 1 

t* 

111 • Th< reliability of datat in relation to organization and methods 

The task of statisticians is to proiuoe data that are sufficiently reliable, at a 

minimum of oost,  and within present time limits.    This is particularly true of the 

specialists responsible for industrial surveys.    The degree of reliability of the results 

of an industrial survey will depend on the relative impórtanos of three types of errors I 

random errors, systematic errors and errors in replies or prooeesing. 

3»1   The three types of error« 

(*)   Random errore arise in the main from employment of the sampling method. 

estimate arrived at by extending to small industries as a whole a measurement mad* on 

eaaple only is fraught with uncertainty«    in that oase one speaks of the variano* of 

estimate.   This variance oan be calculated and dependa in particular on the sis« and 

let hod of composition of the «ample. 

-'-   "Èr 
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(b) Systematic errors spring mainly: 

- From faulty composition of the sample, due sometimes to an unskilful 
sampling plan but more usually to shortcomings in the "basic index; 

- Prom a considerable number of "non-replies" and the bias introduced 
by corrections; 

- From the processing of simplified declarations supplied by small 
enterprises. 

(c) Errors in replies or processing, for instance:    total of purchases declared 

with taxes included, whereas theBe should be given without tax,  entry of a production 

activity in the wrong heading of a pre-coded questionnaire,  inproper recording of a numbei 

with its decimals when these should have been left out, punching error through faulty 

oerrtring, failure to remain within the field,  etc.    The manual and automatic ohecking 

positions axe designed to detect these errors and lead to their correction. 

3.2    Relative degress of importance,  and consequences 

(a) Most importance should be attaohed to errors of the third type.    Experieno« 

shows that these play the greatest part in determining the degree of oonfidenoe that can 

be placed in the results of an industrial survey.    With manual ooirtrol, the attention paie 

to different returns must vary in direct proportion to the size of the enterprise, not 

overlooking the fact, however, that the iinportance attaching to a return from a small 

enterprise will depend on the weight given to it in the sampling. 

(b) Be careful in using the method of "proportional increase".    If industrial 

surveys are to "be reliable, there rnust be a directory of enterprises and concerns.    If 

this is the oase, systematic eriors remaining- after checking will be àa* to the method 

of prooessing the simplified returns drawn up by small enterprises.    The simplified 

questionnaire in fact oomprises only the main totals, whereas the constituent elements 

are obtained by means of standard questionnaires.    Processing frequently consists of 

applying the rule of three to increase the results in the distribution obtained by pro- 

cessing according to the categories of the etandard questionnaires, in order to make this 

distribution consistent with the grand total, taking into considération the results from 

simplified questionnaire summaries.   This method introduces an error if the proportions 

are strongly influenoed by the size.   When it is applied, this possible affect should 

therefore be taken into consideration. 

itrâ#y^a^*a'^a^* -YS.  v '•intt^*Sr^tìfntat i fr-*•»•- -> ¿-&.--j-.-,'...^ jafc¿. .jtjamaÉñLE 'tlkiMÉUIÉl -¿MH-iHta^Émám 
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(°)    Random error depende on the Bailing plan.    Simplicity ha* been preferred 
to a possible gain in variance that would not greatly influence the reliability of the 

results as a whole.    Indeed, on account of the relatively insignificant weight  (in pro- 

duction, for instance) of the small industries investigated by sampling, a considerable 

error in an estimate will probably have an only slight effect on the total, M the follow- 
ing table shows: 

Actual 
production 

Estimated 
product ion 

Large enterprises 

Small enterprises 
96 

2 

98 

3 

Percentage of 
error 

+ 50 

100 101 +    i 

In this example, although the production of small enterprises has been 
overestimated by 30 per oent, the effect of this error on the total is only 1 par oent. 
That percentage is within the acceptable limits. 

(d)    In order to detect errors in processing, the tabulated data should be 
oheoXed by subjecting them to the manual oheoking plan for indixidual data, and to 
parison with outside data. 

Suitably chosen and strictly applied principias of organisation and aethod« 

fop the preparation of industrial surveys, the oollection, oheoking and prop— liij of 

data guarantee reliability in the results of a survey.   However, if, despite the pre- 

caution« taken, the statistician oannot answer for the quality of an item of da*», it 
is his duty not to di ••eminate it. 

î':TT:fwr 
rv »«a 

,;:i*<. 






